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Oracle positions data as the fabric of modern CX 

Ovum view 

Summary 
Oracle's Modern Customer Experience 2018 conference in Chicago revealed a strategy aimed at 
updating its focus on data with a greater emphasis on digital intelligence and tighter enterprise 
integrations. Oracle Marketing Cloud, which is part of the Oracle Customer Experience Cloud Suite, 
will introduce two solutions that will serve as the centerpiece: CX Audience and Infinity. The new 
solutions are intended to create tighter and wider data integrations across enterprises; build more 
comprehensive customer profiles; democratize the data for employees, customers, and partners; and 
ultimately create more timely and accurate customer responses and outreach. 

This Research Note summarizes the capabilities of the new solutions, their importance in the quest to 
deliver omnichannel customer engagement, and their role in the longer-term intended goals of 
creating data-driven enterprise ecosystems. 

Infinity and CX Audience help enterprises rethink, reorganize 
data across a customer's lifecycle and the enterprise 
As more enterprises opt for fact-based decision-making and personalized customer interactions, 
they're realizing the importance of enterprise collaboration in customer journey management and the 
urgency in making analytical-based, real-time decisions and interactions. Everyone in an organization 
who executes on customer experience should have access to critical insights to enable insights-driven 
decision-making. 

With the launch of Oracle Infinity and Oracle CX Audience, marketers can build deeper, more 
profitable customer relationships by eliminating data silos and providing real-time insights into rich 
behavioral data. Used in tandem, the solutions enable enterprises to connect to a broader array of 
data sources. They can then analyze, segment, and unify the data across channels and devices, as 
well as customer-facing functions such as sales, service, and loyalty, for more holistic customer 
profiles. Creating a seamless flow of information and providing the ability to act at critical moments is 
the key to true omnichannel customer experience management. 

The solutions also democratize the data sets by bringing them to customer-facing employees and 
providing intuitive segmentation tools. The process is intended to put the power of segmentation and 
analysis into the hands of nontechnical employees. 

In summary, Oracle Infinity enables marketers to 

 combine behavioral insights from all users in real time 

 unify behavioral data across all digital touchpoints 

 distribute actionable customer insights to the broader business-user community 

 increase the scale of complex data sets. 

CX Audience provides an audience segmentation and analytics solution that enables marketers to 

 connect offline, online, sales, demographic, third-party, and behavioral data (and more) for 
powerful segmentation and analysis 
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Oracle positions data as the fabric of modern CX 

 enrich their own data through broader integrations into Oracle's Data Cloud 

 enable nontechnical employees to perform heavy segmentation and analysis 

 analyze aggregated customer performance to conduct predictive analysis to understand and 
predict opportunities before they happen and respond proactively. 

Data is the fabric of modern marketing and customer 
experience 
In the age of digital transformation and omnichannel engagement, enterprises must bring optimized 
data to wide populations of employees of various proficiencies to enable intelligent, fast, and 
seamless action. CX Audience aims to achieve that by connecting the dots between data sources, 
creating data segments, and bringing data to wide swaths of end users. 

Together, CX Audience and Infinity answer the call for three primary business challenges: integrating 
data into a larger architecture to enable all business users to see the sharpest picture their data can 
provide; helping marketers and customer experience leaders reach their shifting customer-focused 
team and business-unit goals; and connecting the customer data points across offline and online 
channels and throughout the enterprise to respond more rapidly and accurately to customer events 
and inquiries. 

Data democratization will enable fast and timely response to customers 

CX Audience will enable data democratization, which is the process of providing data access to large 
audiences of nontechnical employees allow them to interpret, share, and act on data-driven insights. 
This process improves control and visualization. It also provides valuable and actionable insight – 
ultimately giving enterprises the function and the information needed to make a strategic contribution 
to corporate performance. 

Putting business intelligence into the hands of employees allows them to essentially self-serve. This is 
intended to result in large groups of employees examining data in real time through visual interfaces 
and responding at critical moments throughout the customer journey.This methodology turns 
employees across the enterprise into data analysts and creates the seamless flow of data across 
business units. Funneling data down through the enterprise enables the sharing of actionable insights 
that address mission-critical business imperatives. With employees easily accessing and acting on 
data, they can actively slice and dice data, share best practices with teams, and create tasks based 
on the analysis. 

Marketers are responsible for customer-focused revenue targets 

Additionally, improved access to data helps marketers fulfill their changing business goals. Shashi 
Seth, senior vice president of Oracle Marketing Cloud, said the current complex engagement 
environment is producing CMOs that are holding revenue targets for their teams for the first time. That 
means they're being held responsible for acquiring customers, decreasing churn, and increasing 
lifetime value. To adapt to this change, customer experience and marketing leaders must be laser 
focused on making sure every interaction with customers is relevant, proactive, and timed at the right 
moment in their journeys. They need clear knowledge of their customers' steps along their journeys 
so that they understand not only their end actions but also the journey itself and can make decisions 
that lead to greater engagement, loyalty, and revenue. 
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Oracle positions data as the fabric of modern CX 

Omnichannel engagement requires a tighter connection between customer 
data points 

Infinity provides next-level digital analytics that will allow enterprises to gain a better understanding of 
customers in the digital world. It brings all data points together to connect the dots to make sure 
enterprises are having the right conversations with users. Per Ovum's ICT Enterprise Insights 
2017/18 – Global: ICT Drivers and Technology Priorities, enterprises lag in their ability to connect 
customers' digital interactions with their offline interactions that occur in stores and the contact center. 
In fact, "connecting the physical world" came in last in a list of priorities for planned IT investments for 
2018, with only 4.1% of respondents listing that as a top priority. 

When companies lack the granularity gleaned from connecting customers' offline and online 
transactional histories, they lose the ability to understand key information, such as whether the same 
customer visits a store and then purchases on the website. Applying such a connective tissue will stop 
silos of engagement and end fragmented journey management. 

In an increasingly connected world, it's more important than ever for enterprises to adapt to the shift in 
engagement and consumption and to unify customers' offline and online customer experiences on an 
individual level. That requires the ability to understand advertising and marketing spending, as well as 
to gain information that will deliver a seamless and contextual customer experience. Having such 
connected and granular data creates a holistic picture of customers and serves up powerful 
information to customer experience leaders and marketers who are well-equipped to reverse engineer 
the customer journey, create targeted customer experiences, increase conversions, and drive more 
powerful outcomes. 

Conduct a data audit and engage in organizational readiness 
While there's great urgency in helping marketers and CX leaders gain access to richer behavioral 
data, Oracle must also ensure that clients and prospects understand the overall value of connecting 
customer data. They must thoroughly convey how methodically gathering data and applying 
advanced analytics isn't just about marketing decisions; it's also about creating value across the entire 
organization. While CX Audience and Infinity promise organizations the delivery of new and broader 
customer insights to wider populations of the enterprise, Oracle must help them understand the 
greater long-term business benefits they can yield, such as increased revenue and reduced operating 
costs. 

Also, Oracle would benefit from helping its customers flesh out requirements for combining and 
analyzing pertinent unstructured customer data across both the traditional and digital channels. This 
lends itself to the process of building a connected customer graph, or customer ID graph, which 
represents a complete but ever-evolving view of an enterprise's customers across every touchpoint. 
Building a connected customer graph is a prerequisite for creating unified customer IDs and linking 
customers' offline and online behaviors. 

For enterprises that plan to invest in either or both technologies (Ovum believes there's greater value 
in using both products together), Ovum advises conducting a data audit first to ensure that technology 
and processes are optimized to capture as much customer information as possible. Make a list of all 
the different types of data assets the organization has – both internally and externally with third 
parties. From online shopping cart data to point-of-sale purchase data, think about and list all data 
sources. Next, find out where the different data sources are stored and speak to the key stakeholders 
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who own or work with the data. Then track how it's being used. Have customers received email 
marketing? Have they made purchases via the contact center, and if so, can the data be captured and 
linked to specific campaigns? Can site visits from different devices tie together? Identifying critical 
data assets, monitoring activity, and tracking what key stakeholders do with the data is a valuable 
process and an important foundation prior to investing in solutions to link and unify customers' offline 
and online activities. 

Finally, enterprises should consider reorganizing, rearchitecting, and possibly blending digital and 
traditional marketing and engagement teams. When teams responsible for e-commerce and in-store 
marketing or revenue, for instance, are all aligned to the same strategy and rely on a singular strand 
of unified data to respond, they should see faster customer resolutions, increased sales, and greater 
loyalty. Essentially, they'll be connected by data and working toward common goals rather than 
competing for business. 

Appendix 

Further reading 
ICT Enterprise Insights 2017/18 – Global: ICT Drivers and Technology Priorities, PT0099-000002 
(September 2017) 

Author 
Mila D'Antonio, Principal Analyst, Customer Engagement 

mila.dantonio@ovum.com 

Ovum Consulting 
We hope that this analysis will help you make informed and imaginative business decisions. If you 
have further requirements, Ovum’s consulting team may be able to help you. For more information 
about Ovum’s consulting capabilities, please contact us directly at consulting@ovum.com. 

Copyright notice and disclaimer 
The contents of this product are protected by international copyright laws, database rights and other 
intellectual property rights. The owner of these rights is Informa Telecoms and Media Limited, our 
affiliates or other third party licensors. All product and company names and logos contained within or 
appearing on this product are the trademarks, service marks or trading names of their respective 
owners, including Informa Telecoms and Media Limited. This product may not be copied, reproduced, 
distributed or transmitted in any form or by any means without the prior permission of Informa 
Telecoms and Media Limited. 

Whilst reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information and content of this product 
was correct as at the date of first publication, neither Informa Telecoms and Media Limited nor any 
person engaged or employed by Informa Telecoms and Media Limited accepts any liability for any 
errors, omissions or other inaccuracies. Readers should independently verify any facts and figures as 
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no liability can be accepted in this regard – readers assume full responsibility and risk accordingly for 
their use of such information and content. 

Any views and/or opinions expressed in this product by individual authors or contributors are their 
personal views and/or opinions and do not necessarily reflect the views and/or opinions of Informa 
Telecoms and Media Limited. 
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